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We investigate the question of which homogeneous (zero-dimensional absolute) Bore1 sets can 
have the structure of a topological group. We show that a Baire such space can only be a group 
if it is topologically complete. Then, using independent subsets, it is proved that if a homogeneous 
first category Bore1 set is homeomorphic to its own square, then it can be embedded as a topological 
subgroup of the Cantor group. Finally, it is shown that many first category homogeneous Bore1 
sets cannot be given the structure of a topological group. 
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All spaces considered are separable and metrizable. 
Being a contribution to the “Eric van Douwen memorial issue” of Topology and 
its Applications, this paper deals with questions that Eric has been very interested 
in, having worked on related problems himself. As noted in the In Memoriam, 
written by van Mill [ 121, Eric was the first topologist o construct an example of a 
homogeneous zero-dimensional (separable metrizable) space T which is not a group. 
Subsequently, van Mill [ 111 gave another such example, his space S. The 
homogeneity of S and T is derived from their topological characterizations, obtained 
by rather involved arguments (see van Mill [ 111, van Engelen and van Mill [3 1). 
Having characterized all homogeneous zero-dimeusional bsolute Bore1 sets in [2], 
I tried to find other examples of nongroups among thenI, as well as examples f 
groups. The results I obtained are contained in this paper. As it turns OU, the 
“nongroupity” of S and T is a special case of the more general result, proved in 
Section 2 of this paper, that an absolute ore1 group that is Bake must be complete. 
In Section 3 we show that there are ais plenty of homogeneous zero-dimens 
that do admit the structure of a group: in fact, if such 
homeomorphic to X2, and X is first category, then X is a subgroup of 2”. But there 
also exist zero-dimensional homogeneous absolute Bore1 sets X that are first category 
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and not homeomorphic to X2, e.g. Q x T is not homeomorphic to Q x T*. in Section 
4 we show that Q x T is not a group; in fact, the same method will give cuuntably 
many first category homogeneous zero-dimensional bsolute Bore1 nongroups. 
For all standard notions, see Engelking [4] or Kuratowski 171. A = B means that 
A and B are homeomorphic. All metrics are denoted by d and assumed to be 
bounded by 1; the diameter of a set A is denoted by diam(A). Q and P denote the 
space of rationals and irrationals, respectively; 2” is the Cantor set. 
A subset of a space X is cloven if it is both closed and oFen in X. A space X is 
homogeneous if for each 4 ): E X, there exists h : X = X such that h(x) = y; and 
strongly homogeneous if U=X for each nonempty clopen subset U of X. A 
zero-dimensional strongly homogeneous pace is homogeneous. If 9 and 9 are 
topological properties, we say that a space X “is 9 u 9” if X can be written as 
Au B with A having property P and B having property 9. A space X is nowhere 
9 if no nonempty open subset of X is 9; and strongly u-9 if X = UL, Xi, with 
each Xi closed in X and 9. The property -9 is said to be strongly a-additive if 
strongly o-9 implies 9. 
By a complete spdce we mean a topologically complete space, i.e., for our spaces, 
a completely metrizable space, i.e., an absolute Gs. 
I will now briefly review that part of the terminology and results from [2] that is 
needed for this paper. 
3 _ I- Definition. Let X be a topological space. 
(a) X has frgperty Yk if X = UF= 1 Xi with each X, strongly u-complete. 
(b) For each k i r+ 
X has property ? tk if and only if X is Yk u complete; 
X has property P4k+I if and only if X is Z&+,; 
X has property 9’ 4k+2 if a;?d only if X is Yk u completeu countable; 
X has property 9 :k+3 if and oulv if X is sPk+, u countable (also for k = -1); 
X has property 9* 4k+2 if and only if X is 9’k u complete u cr-compact; 
X has property Pzk+3 if and only if X I: J&+, u o-compact (also for k = - 1). 
nition. (a) a!, =(Q}; g-1 =(Qx2”}; %‘,,= W}. 
t X be zero-dimensional; then for each k < W, 
X E 8f’4tk+,I if and only if X is P4(k.+lJ, nowhere 9&+*, nowhere P4k+1; 
X E R4k+, if and only if X is P4k+l, nowhere !P4k, nowhere P;(k-1,J+3; 
X E Z&+Z if and only if X is Pik+*, nowhere 94k, nowhere !9&j+3; 
X E 8!$k+2 if and only if X is P&+*, nowhere P&+*, nowhere P&k_lJ+3 ; 
X E Zik+3 if and only if X is 9ik+3, nowhere .9&+*, nowhere P4k+t ; 
X E 2?&+3 if and only if X is 9fkt3, nowhere P&+*, nowhere !T:k+3. 
It is easily shown that the above classes are pairwise disjoint. 
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3. hism, each class $i’ contains a unique space X’,‘); 
if n is odd, then X’,’ is $rs+ c-ategory, if n is even, then it is Bake; each is strongly 
homogeneous, whence homogeneous. 
Together with 2”, o x 2”, anJ the discrete spaces, these spaces are exactly those 
homogeneous zero-dimensic- .a: absolute Bore1 sets that are finite boolc?.n combina- 
tions of complete spaces. The space XI is Q x P. the space Xi is van Douwen’s T 
(see [3]), and Xi is van Miil’s S (sGe [ll)). Furthermore, Q x X:i,‘= X:‘,‘,, . 
The following lemma is [2, Lemmas 3.%4(a) and 3.4.8(b)], and will be used in 
the proof izc Lemma 4.6. 
1 a. (a) X = Xik+* if and only if X is P:k+2 ard nowhere $Pdk+, . 
(b) Let X be compact, and let A be a sub&et of X. Then for each ic < w, A is Pdk 
if and only if X - A is Pi(k-i)+s. 
Only standard, elementary notions from the theory of topological groups will be 
used; everything can be found in Hewitt and Ross [S] or Comfort [l]. 
2. Bake rel sets 
Each of the spaces T = Xi and S = Xs is the union of a complete and a a-compact 
subspace, but is nowhere a-compact; thus, the complete part is dense whence the 
space is Baire. However, neither space is complete itself. As the results from [2] 
show, there are many homogeneous Baire zero-dimensional bsolute Borel sets, 
most of them not complete. as the followin,g theorem shows, none of these is a 
topological group. 
2.1. Theorem. Let X be an analytic Baire topological subgroup ofa complete opological 
group K men X is closed in Y; in particular, X is complete. 
P By a result of Levi [8] (see also [2,1.12]), X contains a dense complete 
subspace A. Then X -A is first category since A is a dense Gs in X. But since X 
is a subgroup of Y9 if x E x - X, then XA is a dense complete subset of X - X c X - A, 
a clear contradiction. 0 
Thus, the only analytic Baire zero-dimensional topological spaces that admit the 
structure of a topological group are the finite spaces, o, 2”, o x 2” and w”. Note 
that Theorem 3.1 also implies that neither W, w x 2”, nor o” can be embedded as 
a subgroup of 2”. Of the finite spaces, clearly those of cardinality 2” are subgroups 
of 2”, and it is easy to show that they are the only ones. 
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In this section I will show that if X is a homogeneous first category zero- 
dimensional absolute Bore1 set, and X = X2, then X can be embedded as a topologi- 
cal subgroup of 2”. The concept of independent set (Mycielski [13]) is used. 
construction is similar to one in Mauldin [lo]; however, I have to be more careful 
in the computation of the descriptive complexity of the resulting subspace. 
tions. A subset A of 2” is independent if for each finite set (a,, . . . , a,} 
elements Of A, Cy=, Qi Z 0. 
The following lemma is well known; however, I do not think the short proof I 
am going to give has ever appeared in print. 
3.2. mma. 2” contains an independent set A = 2”. 
roof. Let %? be the standard basis for 2” consisting of sets BS = {x E 2”: s < x) for 
s E 2’“, and let f: 2” + 2” = 2*<” he the canonical embedding obtained by using this 
basis (see Engelking [4, Theorem 6.2.16]), i.e., f(x), = 1 iff x E B,. Than A = f [2”] 
works: if ao, . . . , a,, E A are all distinct, say Ui = f (Xi), then there exists s such that 
xo~BS, but x&3, for i#O. Thus, (~~~oai)S=l. 0 
The following lemma is implicit in the results of [2]. 
3.3. ma. Let X be a homogeneous first category zero-dimensional absolute Bore2 
set. Then X+xX. 
3. eorenr. Let X be a homogeneousjrst category zero-dimensional absolute Bore1 
set such that X 2= X2. Then X can be embedded as a topological subgroup of 2”. 
f. By Lemma 3.2,2” contains an independent Cantor set A. Embed X densely 
in A, and let Y = (X) = UT=, (Cy=, Xi). We claim that Y = X. 
Let h:2”=A, and for sE2<” put A,= h[(x E 2”: s < x)], X, = A, A X. Note that 
X, = X since X is in fact strongly homogeneous 12, Corollary 4.4.6). Let (bn : (2”)” + 
2” be addition (n 2 2), 4, = id. Choose sl, . . . , s, distinct elements of 2’” of equal 
length, and consider the corresponding pairwise disjoint AS1, . . . , ASa. 
&In y=, ASi is injective; thus, Cy= 1 ASi *j-j;=, A,, and C;=, Xsi --n;=, Xsj = 
Indeed, suppose 4” 1 y= 1 Asi is not injective, then we may without loss of generality 
assume that n is minimal with the property that such si exist; note that n > 1. Thus, 
there exist ai, &i E ASi with Cy=, ai =Cy=, bi, i.e., Cy=, ai+Cr=, bi =O. Since all ai are 
distinct and all b, are distinct, and since A is independent, we must have ak = b, for 
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some k, I. In fact, k = I since the Asi are pairwise disjoint. But then ~ifk ai = Cijtk 6i, 
so #&--n I ,,, ASi is not injective, contradicting minimality of n. 
e . (xy=, Asi) A Y =Cy=, Xs, ; tkus, cy=, Xs, is closed in Y. 
Indeed, the inclusion “3” is clear. For “c”, choose ai E ASi with Cy=, ai E Y, say 
c:=, ai =ci;=, +, with all 3 distinct (note that Cy=, ai f 0). Let E = 
(j:XjE(at,..., a,)),andforeachjEEpick~withxj=aG;putF=(& jEE).Then 
c i&F ai+Zj&E xj =O. Since A is independent, and all terms in this expression are 
distinct, if any, we must in fact have F = { 1, . . . , n), i.e., each ai E X n ASi = XSi. 
3. CF=, X, is nowhere dense in Y 
Indeed, let xi E Xsi and choose y E X -{XI, . . . , xn}. Let (yi)i be a sequence of 
distinct elements of X - {x, , . l . , x,,, y) converging to y* Then 
5 Xi+Yj+Yj+l+ i Xi+y+Y= i xi (j+NO 
i=l i=l i- 1 
The usual “independence argument” yields that Cy= 1 Xi + yj + yj+ 1 g Cy= 1 X,. 
Now note that 
Y-(O}=G 5 lJ( i Xsi:sr,...,sn distinctoflengthk); 
k=O n=l i=l 
so, from the claims, we see that Y - (0) is a countable union of closed nowhere 
dense copies of the strongly homogeneous pace X. By Ostrovskii [ 141 (see [2, 
Theorem 3.2.4]), Y - (0) = Q x X = X by Lemma 3.3. Finally, to show that Y = X, 
take an arbitrary x E X, and strictly decreasing local bases ( I&)“, ( V& in Y at 0 
and in X at x, respectively, with U. = Y, V0 = X. For each n E w, U, - U,,+, = X = 
Vn - Vn+, , say via h,, by strong homogeneity. Now define h: Y== X by h(0) =x, 
hI(U,-U,+,)=k. 0 
I am indebted to van Mill for his comments on an earlier (more complicated) 
version of the above proof. 
Since there are many noncomplete Baire homogeneous zero-dimensional bsolute 
Bore1 sets X such that X = X2 (for example, the countable infinite product of T; 
as follows from their characterizations, X =X2 for any zero-dimensional 
homogeneous absolute Bore1 set X of exact additive or multiplicative class), it is 
a consequence of Theorems 2.1 and 3.4 that there exist homogeneous nongroups X 
such that Q x X is a topological group, in fact a subgroup of 2” ! 
Recall the definitions of Slf’ and Xz’ from Section I. In view of the results of 
the previous se_ 1 +m, let me first show: 
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1 . . sition. For n 2 2, X’,) 5e: (X’,‘))‘. 
f . Write X = X!,? First suppose that n is even. Then since X is not complete, 
it contains a closed copy of Q (Hurewicz [6]), whence X2 contains a closed copy 
of QxX=X(,ii1; thus, X2 is not 9)” (Definition 1.2), so X + X2. If n is odd, let 
Y=X’,‘l,;thenX=Qx YSincenisodd>2,alson-132so Y+ Y’,say Y*=X(ki) 
(note that Y* is a finite boolean combination of complete spaces, since Y is !), 
((j),k)#((i),n-1). But then X*=Qx Y*=Xj;i!,+X(ni’=X. 0 
The main result I wiii prove in this section is the following: 
Let X be an absolute Bore1 set which is the union of a 9&+, subspace 
and a countable subspace, but is nowhere P.,k+, . Then X does not admit the structure 
of a topological group. 
3. Corollary. For each k E CO, X :kt3 is a first category homogeneous absolute Bore1 
set which is not a topological group. In particular, Xi = Q x T is not a group. 
The proof of Theorem 4.2 uses a construction originally due to Hurewicz [6], 
who showed that if X is a noncomplete Bore1 set in a compact space 2, then 2 
contains a compactum K with K n X = Q and K -X = P. Other “Hurewicz-type 
theorems” have been proved by Saint-Raymond [IS], van Engelen and van Mill 
[3], van Engelen [23, and recently by Louveau and Saint-Raymond [9]; Steel [16] 
also contains related results. In Lemma 4.6, I will show that if X (as in Theorem 4.2) 
is a topological group, then it contains a closed copy Y of X&+* with a certain 
special property with respect o the topological group structure of X; in the proof 
of this “Hurewicz-type theorem” we will actually use the results of Louveau and 
Saint-Raymond mentioned above. 
On the other hand, the following lemma shows that such a Y does not exist, 
yielding the required contradiction. 
ma. Let X be a topological group, X = A v S, with A !Pdk+, , and S a subgroup. 
Then X does not contain a closed copy Y of X :k+* such that for some y E Y-S and 
all z E Y-S, if y f z, then yz ti S. 
roof. Suppose such Y, y exist. Let Z be a proper clopen subset of Y, not containing 
then 2 = X&+*. We claim that yZ n S = 0. Indeed, if z E 2 n S, then z-’ E S so 
if yz E S, then also yzz-’ =yESsinceSisasubgroup;andifzEZ-S,thenzE Y-S, 
y Z z, so yz ti S by assumption. conclude that J. Z is a closed subset of A, whence 
X1 4k+2 is 94k+l, a contradiction. Cl 
In the proof of Lemma 4.6 we need the following special case of [9, Corollary S]. 
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a. Let X be a Bore1 subset of a complete space 2, and suppose X is not 
!9 &+l. Then Z contains a Cantor set K such that K A X = X&_1)+3 and K - X = Xdk. 
roof. Let B be a dense copy of X& in 2” with 2” - B = X&k-1)+3, and let r = 
@k+l)@!) ( i.e., DE r iff 4) is 94k+r iff D = Uiod~<d(k+l) (Di- Di-1) for some 
increasing sequence (Di)i of &sets in Z). 
There eXiStS an increasing sequence (Bi)i<z(k+l) of a-compact subsets of 2” 
iodd<z(k+l) (Bi - Bi-I), and Bo is countable. 
Indeed, since 2” - B is 9’ 4(k_1)+3 is g4(k-I)+I u countable, we can find an increasing 
sequence (D ) i i<2k of a-compact subsets of 2”, and a countable set C, such that 
2” - B = Uiodd<Zk (Di - Di-1) u c. De5nz D-1 ~0, D2k = 2”, and put _&+I =2”, 
Bi = Di-1 for i oddC2k and Bi = Di-1 U (C n Di) for i odd C2k. Then (Bi)i<Z(k+l) 
is as required. 
Now, in the terminology of [9], if we put (A,, A,) = (Z-X, X), we have X E r 
so Z-X e f., i.e., f does not separate (A,, A,). Thus, from [9, Corollary 81, (A,, A,) 
W-reduces B, i.e., there exists a one-to-one continuous f: 2” + Z such that B = 
f-‘[A& Put K =f[2”], then K n X = f [2” - B] = X:(k-1)+3, and K -X = f [ B] = 
X4k= 0 
We now come to the central lemma of this paper. Together with Lemma 4.4, it 
clearly implies Theorem 4.2. 
ma. Let X be a topological group which is the union of a pdk+* subspace and 
a countable subspace, and suppose X is not pdk+, . Then there exists a p&+1 subspace 
A of X, a countable subgroup S of X, a closed copy Y of Xik+2 in X, and a y E Y - S 
such that X = A v S, and for each z E Y - S, if y f z, then yz g S. 
For simplicity let 9 = !P &_l; note that 9 is closed hereditary and strongly 
a-additive. 
Write X = A u 3, where A is !P and s is countable; then S = <s> is a countable 
subgroup of X Embed X as a topological subgroup of a complete topological group 
Z, and let 4 : P + X be a continuous surjection. Put 
W = {x E P: there exists a neighborhood Vx of x in P, and an &set Ex 
of Z, such that 4[: VJ c Ex, and Ex n X is P}, 
Then W is open in P, so there exist countably many open I$ in P, and F,-:-zfr Ei 
in Z, such that W=( Jz, Kg 4[V]tEi, and EinX is 9. Put E=UEOEI, 8-d 
Ei = U,& Ej, with Ej closed in Z. Then Ej n X is closed in X, and 9, so E n X = 
lJz= 1 (Ej n X) is strongly a-!? whence 9. Thus, X $ E whence F = P - +-‘[E] # 0. 
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I. I’ U is a nonempty open subset of F, and G is closed in Z containing @[ U], 
then G n X is not 9. 
Indeed, otherwise, if U = U’n F with U’ open in 9, we would have 
~~U’]=~[U]v~[U’-U]~EuG, 
and 
(EuG)nX= fi (EjnX)u(GnX) 
&j=O 
is strongly cr-9 whence 9. This contradicts U’ gr W. 
From this claim, it follows that if U is any nonempty open subset of F, then 
+[ U] n X is not P, and hence by Lemma 4.5, 4[ U] contains a Cantor set K such 
that KnX=X&k-1J+3 and K-X=X4k. 
Put S =IJE, Si, each Si finite. For each s E wc”, we will construct Cantor sets 
KS, open subsets US of 2, and open subsets WS of F, such that the following hold. 
(1) 
(2) 
(3) 
(4 
(5) 
(6) 
(7) 
(8) 
(9) 
(10) 
(11) 
(12) 
(13) 
for each n<o: &nnKS=O, 
foreach n, m<o: &n&,=0if n#m, 
for each n CO: CIF( Ws-“) c W,, 
for each n < o : I&, c US, 
diam( W,) s 2-l” w.r.t. some complete metric on F, 
diam( US) s 2-““‘, 
for each n < o: d ( KS, KS-,,) 6 2’-v(s-n), 
KS n X = X&M)+~ and KS - X = Xak, 
KS is nowhere dense in KS u lJy=, KS-, , 
Bi=IJ{Ks: 1~1~ i)=22”, 
for each i 3 1, if s # t, IsI = 1 tl = i, x E #b[ WI, Y E 4[ WI, then V e Uj<i $3 
for each i 3 1, if IsI = i, x E 4[ WS], y E &, then xy e Ujci 4. 
We proceed by induction on IsI and i. First, we put Ws = F, Us = Z. Then +[ WJ 
contains a Cantor set K@ such that K,n X = X&k-1j+3 and Kg-X =&k. Then (l), 
(2), (7), (8), and (11) are satisfied. 
Next, assume that KS, US, and W, have been defined for IsI s k such that (l)-( 13) 
hold (( ll)-(13) for is k). Let s E o<“, Isi = k 
2. KS is nowhere dense in KS LJ (6[ W,]. 
For the easy proof, see [2, p. 401. 
Using [2, Lemma 3.3.31, we obtain a countable discrete subset D, = {ys-,,: n < w} 
of &[ W,] - KS such that Ds = D, u KS, and d(y,-, , KS) s 2-“‘“-“’ for each n < w. Let 
Qn be a neighborhood of ysnn in X such that us-, n KS = 0, a’-,, n &,,, = 0 if n f m, 
diam( UsAn) s 2-“(‘-“I, and & c U for each n, m < w. Since ys-” E 41 W,], ys-” = 
4(x,-,) for some x,-, E W, ; hence there is an open neighborhood W:-n of x,-, in F 
such that ClF( W:-,) c W,, diam ( W:-,) s 2-isI-1, and +[ W:-,] c U&. Now exactly 
the same proof as in [2, Lemma 3.3.41) shows that if WSnn is any nonempty open 
subset of W:-, 9 and KS-,, c $[ Ws-“] is a Cantor set such that KS-” n X = X&_lf+3 
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and KS-,, - X = Xdk, then hypotheses (l)-(10) are satisfied. Hypothesis (11) also 
holds: indeed, if % is an open covering of B k.+l, then there exists a finite Src % 
which covers &, and hence there exists E ~0 such that Bf = 
(~~Z:d(z,~~)~~}~~r/:LetM~={s~~~“:~~~=k+l,K,~B~}.By(1),(7)and 
(8), M i is finite, so U {K, : s E M ;i) is compact and hence covered by a finite ?V c % ; 
then ‘Vu ‘JV is a finite subcovering of %. 
We now show how to actually define the Ws-,, such that (12) and (13) are satisfied. 
To this end, put (ys*“: IsI = k, n C o} r [pj: j < w}, faithfully indexed, pj = Y~,-,~. The 
proof just given to show that (11) holds also yields that B = & u {pj: j < o} is 
compact. Let L = Uj~k 3, and put C = LB-’ u B-‘L. 
3. For each nonempty open subset U of F, 4[ U] g C. 
Indeed, by Claim 1, it suffices to show that C n X is 9; note that C n X = 
I..( B n X)-l u (B n X)-Q+ since L c X, i.e., 
CnX=fi (Lp~lup~‘L)uL(BknX)%(BknX)-‘L. 
j=O 
NOW Bk n X = LJ{K~ n X: IsI G k), where each K, n X is P&k_1)+3 and closed in 
X; thus, (Bk n X)-’ is a countable union of !P&k-,J+3 subspaces closed in X, hence 
so is t( Bk n X)-’ u (Bk n X)-IL (recall that L is finite). Thus, C n X is strongly 
(T’&k-*)+3 u countable is 9):(k-1J+3u countable is P&k_lJ+3. 
We will construct he Ws,,,^“,,, inductively, together with open neigborhoods Uynj 
of pj in 2, for j > m, such that of course Ws,,,-n,,, c WL,,,-“,,, , and furthermore 
(a) 4[ VT,,-J c flj<* ujs,A~m y 
09 W> m, XC 44 Ws,,-n,, 1, YE Uy,, then xy~ L, yx~ L, 
(c) if x E &[ WSm-,,], y E Bk, then xy E L. 
Clearly, (a) and (b) together imply (12) and (c) implies (13) for i = k + 1. 
Suppose we are done for m’< m. Since pm =ys,,-“,,, = tf~(~s,-,,,) E nj,, U&,-,,,,,  
(5 w:/, 9 we can find a nonempty open subset U of F such that U c W&,, 
22@[ U] c fij<, ui,/, . Let z E 4[ U] - C, by Claim 3. Since C is compact, we 
can find disjoint open nighborhoods V, W in 2 of z, C, respectively. Let ~~,,;,,,, 
be open in F and contained in U such that 4[ WS,,,-J c K Then (a) is satisfied. 
Since C c W, we have Lpy’ u p;‘L c W for each j > m, and hence there is an open 
neighborhood UT”, of pj in 2 such that t( UT”j)-’ u ( U~,)-‘LC W. Then if 
x+[ Ws,,,An,,,], YE UTnj (j>m), then Ly%y-‘Lc W, so xtiLy_‘uy-‘L, i.e., 
xy e L and yxe L, proving (b). For (c), note that LB;’ c C c W so x e LBk’ for 
x E 44 K,“-n”,l* l-h is completes the construction of the KS, US, and W,. 
Now put B = m, and let Y = B n X; we claim that Y is as required We 
first show that if x E B -Uz, Bi, then x E X. Indeed, fix i < o. Since x E Bi, also 
x ti Bf for some E > 0. From (1) and (4) it follows that U,To Bj c Bi u UI,I=i +[ WI, 
and from (I), (7) and (8) that +[ W,] c BF rbr all but finitely many s E w<” with 
IsI = i. Wence for some finite M c (s E ucu: IsI = i}, we have Bc BF u U,, M 41 WI. -- 
] for some s E M, and this s is unique with IsI = i by (I), (3) and (5) 
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(or trivially, if i = 0). So by (4j, there exists (+ E W” such that x in,,, 4[ W,], which 
is a one-point set by (1) and (7). Also, n,,, ms = n,,, Ws is a one-point set by 
(6), and by completeness of e metric on E Hence, {x} = &[n,,, 
conclude that Y = B - UE, ( 
Since B is complete, and each Bi is closed and nowhere dense in B by (10) and 
(1 l), and S is countable, we can choose y E B -UE-, Bi - S, say {y} = 4[(I,,, Ws]. 
If z is any element of Y-S, z f y, then either z E Bi for some i, whence z E B, for 
all maiandyzeU,,i Uj<, 4 = S by (13); or {z} = +[n,,, Ws] for some r E w”, 
T # a, whence elm # rim for all ma some i and xyg l_lmai Uj,, Sj = S by (12). It 
remains to show that Y = X&+*. We use the characterization of Lemma M(a). 
First, note that 
is strongly a-9 &k_1J+3 u complete is 9)&k_1J+3 u complete is 9:k+2. Finally, take a 
nonempty clopen subset V of Y and suppose that V= UE,, I& with V;: closed in 
V (hence in Y) and 9& ; simce B -UL,-, Bi is a dense complete subset of yI V is 
Baire, so some Int V;- + 0, so some nonempty clopen subset W of Y is ‘&. But 
W n Bj # 0 for some j, so W n KS is a nonempty clopen subset of KS n X = X&k_1J+3 
for some Isi <j which is 9 4k ; then if W’ is nonempty and clopen in KS, W’ n X c W n 
KS, then by Lemma 1.4(b), W’- X is 9’ 4(k _1)+3, and open nonempty in KS - X = X,$k, 
a contradiction; so Y is nowhere 94k+, . 0 
I do not know whether the above lemma remains true if “countable” is replaced 
by “a-compact”; if so, this would imply Theorem 4.2, modified similarly, and thus 
Coroliary 4.3 would hold for the spaces X2 4k+3. Trying to copy the proof for this 
case, we see that difficulties arise only in the proof of Claim 3: instead of a finite 
L, we have to deal with a compact L, so the question is whether the (group) product 
(K, n X)L (which is closed in X) of the 9’ 4(k_1)+3 space KS n X and the compact 
L is 9)4k+r. I do not know the answer, except of course in the trivial case k =0, 
since (c-compact) compact is a-compact is strongly a-complete, yielding: 
or01 . Q x S is not a topological group. 
I do not know if the above proof could be adapted to also deal with the spaces 
X&+l. I think that other techniques will be needed to treat the homogeneous Bore1 
sets of higher complexity. 
ote a 
(I) I was informed by T. Dobrowolski that Theorem 2.1 is implied by an old 
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(2) In a forthcoming paper I will show, among other things, that the spaces X4k+l 
and X&+3 are not topological groups. 
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